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Abstract

This paper presents an automatic method for creating a collage from a collection of photos of a scene taken from

different viewpoints. The collage is constructed by aligning the images (in terms of their positions, rotations and

scales) using a least-squares formulation. We have developed a graph-based optimization algorithm for layering

the images so as to minimize the fragmentation of the collage. A collage can be displayed with opaque layers, with

transparent layers, or with blended image boundaries. A scene collage can be viewed as a piece-wise perspective

representation of a scene with visible seams. This representation has not only aesthetic value but also conveys

scene structure and camera motion in an intuitive way. To capture live-action collages of dynamic scenes we have

developed camera arrays that can be physically flexed by the user to continuously vary the composition of the

scene. The design of our camera arrays enables a user to reconfigure them in terms of the spatial arrangement

of the cameras in a matter of minutes. We show several still and dynamic examples that demonstrate that scene

collages provide a new and interesting way to experience scenes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Dig-

itization and Image Capture; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis

1. Introduction

With the advent of digital cameras, taking many pictures of

a scene from different viewpoints has turned into a common

practice. The abundance of such image sets has motivated

researchers to develop algorithms to create photomosaics

with wide fields of view, that can be used with an interac-

tive viewer to more richly experience the scene (for exam-

ples, see [Che95, IAH95, SS98, SKG∗98, BL03, AAC∗06]).

Although the previous works approach this problem in dif-

ferent ways, they share the same goal: to create a single

seamless image of the scene.

The goal of “seamlessness” in creating a single represen-

tation from a collection of images raises two key problems.

First, it reduces the operating range of the resulting represen-

tation. All mosaicing methods require the scene to be distant

or consisting of a dominant plane. If these conditions are not

met, the computed mosaic includes parallax artifacts such

as blurring. Second, when the set of input images represent

a wide field of view, the mosaic appears distorted as it at-

tempts to represent a large portion of a sphere onto a plane

(see Figure 1(b)). As a result, the mosaic is not easy to in-

terpret and a viewer (such as QuickTime VR [Che95]) must

be used to select narrower perspective views from it. This

second problem was recently discussed in [ZMPP05].

We believe that seamlessness is not a necessary criterion

in creating a visual representation of an image collection for

human consumption. In fact, images with seams have their

own aesthetic value. This is exemplified by the photographic

collages created by the artist David Hockney. See http://

www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/hockney/. His Pear-

blossom Highway and Place Furstenberg collages include

many patches selected from photos taken from different

viewpoints. While the boundaries of the patches are clearly

visible, these collages give us a more comprehensive view of

the scene without the use of a software viewer. In Hockney’s

opinion, this is because such collages are more amenable

to human visual perception than seamless but smoothly-

distorted photos taken using wide-angle lenses. Recently,

collages of this type have piqued the interest of photog-

raphers. For example, the photo-sharing website, http://

www.flickr.com, has hundreds of such collages created by

members in the group named “Panography.” Even though

the images used in these collages are taken in an uncon-

trolled fashion and the scenes are arbitrary, the final col-
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Figure 1: Illustration of Scene Collage and Flexible Camera Array. (a) A scene collage computed from 33 images of a scene

captured from similar viewpoints. (b) A panorama obtained by applying image stitching to the same set of images. Due to the

wide field of view covered by the input images, the panorama is highly distorted. We have developed flexible 1D and 2D (shown

in (c,e)) camera arrays that can be used to continuously vary the composition of a scene and create a dynamic (video) collage,

like the one shown in (d,f).

lages are impressive to look at. Currently, all of these col-

lages are being manually crafted, for example, using soft-

ware available at http://www.photojojo.com/content/

tutorials/panographies/.

In this paper, we present an automatic approach to com-

pute a Hockney-style collage from a set of input images,

which we call a scene collage. A lay-outing algorithm uses

matched features to align the input images. Then, a layer

ordering algorithm automatically orders the input images.

Finally, the collage can be displayed with opaque layers,

transparent layers, or blended boundaries. When looking at

such a collage, a person can comfortably perceive the overall

structure of the scene as well as imagine the camera’s mo-

tion during the capture of the images (see Figure 1(a)). For

many scenes, the end result is a richer experience than what

a seamless mosaic provides. Specifically, this paper makes

the following contributions.

Automated Creation of a Scene Collage: We present

a simple method that automatically creates scene collages

from a set of images. Our method has two steps. First, the ro-

tations, translations, and scales of the input images are found

from matched SIFT features [Low04] using least squares.

Then, a graph-based optimization is used to determine the

layering of the images so as to minimize the fragmentation

of the collage. While SIFT feature matching has been used

for panorama stitching [BL03], we use it for the scene col-

lage, a representation that has not been created or used in vi-

sion or graphics. We demonstrate the three key advantages of

our collages over photomosaics: they convey scene structure

and camera motion in a more intuitive way; they are more

tolerant to scene parallax; last, but not least, they can be used

to organize photos of a scene and enable photo-browsing at

various levels-of-detail.

Flexible and Reconfigurable Camera Arrays: To create

video collages of dynamic scenes, we present a way to de-

sign flexible camera arrays. These arrays can be used to si-

multaneously capture videos of a scene from different view-

points. Our design consists of a plastic frame onto which

a set of cameras can be easily attached, very much like

LegoTMbuilding blocks. The spatial layout of the cameras

can be reconfigured in a matter of minutes to achieve a vari-

ety of configurations, such as “L” and “T” shaped ones. The

plastic frame can be physically flexed to vary the shape of

the array (see Figure 1(c,e)). This gives a photographer sig-

nificant creative control – the composition of the scene can

be smoothly varied as the scene changes.

Dynamic Scene Collage: Using the videos captured by a

flexible camera array, we compute dynamic collages whose

layouts change smoothly with the deformations applied to

the array (see Figure 1(d,f)). Dynamic collages represent a

new visual medium. Unlike mosaics computed from a single

video stream, in a dynamic collage, multiple moving objects

are captured from multiple and changing viewpoints.

We have created still and dynamic collages for a wide va-

riety of scenes. These examples illustrate that scene collages

can serve as an attractive and effective medium for convey-

ing scene structure.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review methods that create a single im-

age representation from a set of acquired photos as well as

camera arrays that have been used for producing such repre-

sentations.
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2.1. Mosaics and Collages

Many methods have been developed for generating high

quality mosaics from photos or videos, e.g., [Che95, IAH95,

SS98, SKG∗98, BL03]. All these methods seek to compute

a single seamless mosaic, and therefore require either the

scene to be planar or distant, or the camera viewpoints to

be closely located. For cases when these requirements are

not adequately met, local warping [SS98] and plane sweep-

ing [KSU04] have been proposed to reduce the parallax

artifacts. However, these methods are computationally ex-

pensive and can sometimes generate blurry results. To ad-

dress these problems, Agarwala et al. [AAC∗06] use graph

cuts [BVZ01] to generate piece-wise perspective mosaics.

(The graph cuts were used earlier by Kwatra et al. [KSE∗03]

for seaming images in texture synthesis.) This method still

assumes that the scene consists of a dominant plane. How-

ever, the method avoids the distortions seen in strip panora-

mas, e.g., [Zhe03]. To avoid the distortions inherent to

panoramas, Zelnik-Manor et al. [ZMPP05] manually seg-

ment the scene into foreground and background layers and

generate a mosaic with different perspectives for each layer.

Our work is motivated by the recent popularity on

http://www.flickr.com of photo-collages of the type cre-

ated by David Hockney. These collages are all manually

created and the goal of our work is to automate this pro-

cess. At the expense of having seams, our collages are free

of local distortions and can be produced for scenes with

strong parallax. The weak alignment between the patches

of a collage convey a stronger impression of scene struc-

ture and camera motion. This observation was also made in

[GCSS06] and was used to build a storyboard from a video

clip. To this end, our work is related to the multi-perspective

panorama [WFH∗97], which produces the illusion of 3D

motion when viewed through a small moving window.

Recently, several interesting methods have been proposed

to create collages, e.g., [RKKB05, RBHB06, WQS∗06,

DE05]. Each method produces a different type of collage,

but in all cases the collage is made from images taken in

different scenes. There also exist online services for creat-

ing such collages. (See http://www.procollage.com.) In

contrast, we are interested in creating a collage from images

of the same scene.

2.2. Camera Arrays

Many camera arrays, e.g., [KRN97, WJV∗05, JMA06,

YEBM02], have been proposed in graphics and vision

research to capture images simultaneously from multiple

viewpoints. In amateur photography, Lomographic cameras

(http://www.lomography.com) with multiple (4~9) fixed

lens have been developed. While all these arrays, except

for the multi-lens Lomographic cameras, can be rearranged

for different applications, they cannot be reconfigured as

quickly as our arrays. The only exception is the array built by

Zhang and Chen [ZC04], in which each camera is driven by a

servo-motor. The positions of the cameras can be controlled

to change the light field captured by the array. However, this

system does not have the flexibility of ours. Our array can

be physically flexed by a photographer to compose a scene

in unconventional ways, and the composition can be varied

as the scene changes.

3. The Scene Collage

In this section, we present our method for creating a scene

collage from a set of photos of an arbitrary scene taken from

different viewpoints. Our method has three stages: collage

layout, layer ordering, and layer composition.

3.1. Collage Layout

Given a set of input images, I = {I1, I2, · · · , IN}, we asso-

ciate with each image a rotation angle θ, a translation vector

[u,v], and a scale factor s. The rotation and translation are

used to approximate camera motion and the scale factor is

used to model lens zoom. These four parameters can be rep-

resented by a matrix of similarity transform

G =





a −b u

b a v

0 0 1



 , (1)

where a = scosθ, b = s sinθ, and s =
√

a2 +b2. We seek

to compute an optimal similarity transform for each input

image to determine the layout of the collage.

We estimate the similarity transforms using a feature-

based approach. Specifically, we extract SIFT fea-

tures [Low04] in each input image, and then match the

features in each pair of images based on the feature descrip-

tors. The matched features often contain outliers, and we

prune the outliers by using RANSAC with the Homography

model. To tolerate parallax, we use a loose inlier threshold

of 11 pixels. A more principled way of handling parallax

would be using the method in [TFZ99], which automatically

switches between Homography and Fundamental matrices

using a statistical model selection test. After running

RANSAC, we have a set of matched features between each

pair of the input images.

Given the matched feature pairs, we compute the simi-

larity transforms by minimizing the sum of the squared dis-

tances between the locations of corresponding features in the

coordinate system of the collage. In short, we minimize

Em({ai,bi,ui,vi}) =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

∑
k∈F(i, j)

‖Gixik −G jx jk‖2
,

(2)

where Gi has the parameters (ai,bi,ui,vi) for image i, F(i, j)
is the set of features matched between images i and j, and xik

and x jk are the locations of the k-th feature in images i and

j, respectively. To obtain a unique solution, we select one

image as the reference image with an identity G matrix. The

minimization of Eq. (2) is a linear, least-squares problem that

can be solved efficiently [GV96].

The similarity transform is a special case of Homogra-

phy. From a geometric point of view, we can only use the
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(a) Input Images

(b) Computed Collage Layout

(c) Random Layer Ordering (d) Computed Layer Ordering

(e) Final Collage

Figure 2: Illustration of collage generation. (a) A set of 15

input images. The white lines show a few of the matched fea-

tures between pairs of images. (b) The collage layout found

by minimizing Eq. (2). (c) A random layer ordering with

El = 326.3 in Eq. (3). Some of the visible regions are very

small in this case. (d) The final (optimized) layer ordering

with El = 0.4635. Note that this ordering is less fragmented.

(e) The final collage computed using the optimized layer or-

dering.

similarity transform to represent image motion when the op-

tical axis of the camera is perpendicular to a planar scene

and the camera motion is parallel to this plane. The similar-

ity transform gives an approximate alignment between the

images but does not change the scene appearance in each

image. Laying out all the images on a plane using this trans-

form avoids the severe distortions seen in spherical mosaics

near the two poles. This is the main reason we chose to use

similarity transforms for computing the layout.

For the set of photos shown in Figure 2(a), our method

computes the collage layout shown in Figure 2(b). Although

the image boundaries are visible in the collage, we get a

good feel for the scene as the local structures of the indi-

vidual images are preserved.

3.2. Layer Ordering

For a given layout, different layer orderings of the input im-

ages will result in different collage appearances, since the

contents of the images are not perfectly aligned. We now

present a method that automatically orders the images such

that the collage appears least fragmented.

The layering problem can be formulated as an energy min-

imization that penalizes the creation of small visible patches

in the final collage. Let {li} be a layer ordering that assigns

layer li to image i. We find the ordering that minimizes the

following objective function:

El({li}) = ∑
1≤m≤M

1

∑
x∈V(m)

w(x)
, (3)

where V (m) is the m’th visible segment for ordering {li},

and w(x) is a weight associated with each pixel. If we set

w(x) = 1, the denominator in Eq. (3) is the area of the vis-

ible segment V (m). Since layer ordering does not change

the total collage area, Eq. (3) encourages an ordering that

results in visible regions that have similar areas†. In our im-

plementation, we also encourage image regions with high

frequency information to be visible. To this end, we set w(x)
to be the local intensity variance within a window of 3× 3

pixels around x. Alternative choices for w could be based

on image saliency [IKN98] or objects of interest [VJ01],

which we have not used in our current implementation. Next,

we describe an approximate algorithm that efficiently mini-

mizes Eq. (3).

† As a simple example, suppose we have two layers and their total

visible area is 1. There are only two possible layer orderings in this

case. Let one ordering have two visible regions with areas p and

1− p, and the other with q and 1− q. It is easy to verify that 1
p

+
1

1−p
>

1
q

+ 1
1−q

if p < q < 0.5. This inequality suggests that our

objective function in Eq. (3) favors the ordering for which the two

regions have similar areas. In general, if ∑
i

pi = 1, ∑
i

1
pi

attains its

minimum when all the pi are equal.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the layer ordering algorithm. (a) A

graph representation of the input images in Figure 2(a).

Each node represents an image. The vertex color here is

the color of the frame of the corresponding image in Fig-

ure 2(b). The weight of an edge between two images is the

number of overlapping pixels. We recursively partition the

graph into two subgraphs, till each subgraph has no more

than 7 nodes. The final subgraphs are shown by the grey

rectangles. (b) The partitioning process can be represented

by a binary tree, where each leaf node represents a subset of

the images. Please see text for details.

3.2.1. Graph-Based Optimization

When the number N of input images is large, it is intractable

to evaluate all N! possible layer orderings to find the opti-

mal one. Instead, we take a divide-and-conquer approach.

Specifically, we first divide the whole image set into many

small subsets and compute the optimal layer ordering for

each subset while ignoring the interactions between the sub-

sets. Then, we fix the relative ordering within each subset

and find the optimal ordering between the subsets. We now

describe the details of this algorithm.

Image Set Decomposition: We wish to divide the image

set into subsets between which the interactions are small. For

this, we build an undirected graph in which each node is an

input image and each edge has a weight that equals the num-

ber of overlapping pixels between two images. Figure 3(a)

shows an example of such a graph. Dividing the image set

into subsets is equivalent to k-way partitioning the graph

such that the total weight of edges that connect the subgraphs

is minimum. This graph partitioning is an NP-hard prob-

lem. As an approximate solution, we use the METIS pack-

age [KK98] to recursively split the graph into two subgraphs

until all subgraphs contain no more than 7 nodes. This pro-

cedure can be represented using a binary tree, as shown in

Figure 3(b).

Layer Order Generation: Given the decomposed image

subsets, we exhaustively search for the best layer ordering

for each subset, while ignoring the interactions between the

subsets. Then, we search for the ordering of the subsets by

fixing the ordering within the subsets. Instead of doing an

exhaustive search‡, we use the binary tree structure obtained

during the graph partitioning state to make the search effi-

cient. Starting from a pair of leaf nodes, we compare the

two possible orderings between them and choose the one that

gives a smaller value for the layer ordering objective func-

tion. Then, we merge these two nodes to generate a larger

image subset, within which the ordering is decided. We re-

cursively collapse the leaf nodes to obtain the final layer or-

dering of the collage.

While this heuristic search does not necessarily give the

globally optimal solution, we find it works quite well in prac-

tice. Figure 2(d) shows the result of layer ordering, which

does not contain the small fragments of visible regions seen

in the random ordering shown in Figure 2(c). Figure 2(e)

shows the collage obtained using the optimized ordering.

It appears less fragmented than the collage in Figure 2(b),

which has the random ordering shown in Figure 2(c).

3.3. Layer Composition

Given the collage layout and layer ordering, we are ready to

generate the collage. We first use the procedure in [AAC∗06]

to compensate for color and brightness differences between

the input images due to the use of different exposure settings.

We then use α-blending to synthesize the collage.

Specifically, let αi be the α value associated with image i.

We compute the collage I as

I = α1I1 +(1−α1)(α2I2 +(1−α2)(· · ·+(1−αN−1)IN)) .

(4)

In general, αi can be different for different images, and can

even be spatially varying. We have experimented with the

following three schemes for setting the α values.

(A) If αi = 1 for all layers (images), only the first layer

will contribute to each pixel in the collage. We call this

type of a collage an opaque collage. (B) If αi = 0.5, all

images contribute to the final collage. We call this type of

a collage a transparent collage. Transparent collages have

aesthetic value and a majority of the collages found on

http://www.flickr.com are created this way. (C) Finally,

for each image i, we can set αi to be 1 in a central region

‡ If we have N images divided into subsets of size L, the number of

possible orderings for each subset is dN
L
e!.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Comparison between scene collages and seamless

panoramas. (a) Samples of 15 images as one crosses a street

of about 25 meters wide. (b) A panorama obtained by ap-

plying image stitching to the set of images. This panorama

is severely blurred in several areas due to significant paral-

lax caused by the camera movement. (c) An opaque collage

computed from the same set of images. While the collage

has many boundaries, each of its components is perspective

and the spatial arrangement of the components conveys the

structure of the scene and the viewpoint movement. Com-

pared to seamless panoramas, scene collages have bound-

aries (seams) but do not have distortions between the bound-

aries and are more tolerant to parallax effects.

of the image and taper it to 0 at the boundaries. This set-

ting smoothly blends the boundaries of the input images but

keeps the interiors crisp. We call such a collage a blended-

boundary collage.

3.4. Collage Editing

While our method automates the process of creating a scene

collage, the collage is an artistic representation and a user

should make the final decision on its appearance. For this,

our system also supports user interaction for adjusting the

layout, the layer ordering, and the composition options.

However, we must emphasize that all our results shown in

the paper are automatically generated, except for the layout

of Figure 10(i) and the layer ordering of Figure 5(b). In Fig-

ure 10(i), we provide the similarity transform between one

pair of cameras (the 13’th and 14’th), because their images

are largely composed of the white tablecloth and do not have

enough features for matching. In Figure 5(b), we manually

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Comparison between two different blending meth-

ods for collage synthesis. (a) The weighted average using

I = ∑ αiIi

∑ αi
. (b) The α-blending using Eq. (4). Using the same

set of α-maps (described in Section 3.3, scheme (C)), the α-

blending better keeps the crispness of the top layer than the

weighted average.

choose the layer ordering to avoid the yellow taxi at the cen-

ter of the topmost layer from being partially occluded by

other layers. This is because our layering algorithm does not

model the semantic meaning of the input images.

3.5. Results

We first compare our scene collages with the seamless im-

ages obtained using a mosaicing algorithm. Figure 1(a)

shows a scene collage with opaque layers computed from

a collection of 33 images taken from similar viewpoints in

a church. While the collage has many boundaries, each of

its components is perspective and the spatial arrangement of

the components conveys the structure of the scene and the

camera viewpoints used to capture the images. We also gen-

erate a spherical panorama of the scene (using the AutoS-

titch [BL03] mosaicing software), which is shown in Fig-

ure 1(b). Due to the wide field of view covered by the ac-

quired images, the stitched panorama is highly distorted.

While such an image can be used to explore the scene with a

software viewer, it is difficult to perceive the structure of the

scene or the camera viewpoints from it.

Figure 4(a) shows a few of 15 photos taken when a person

crosses a street of about 25 meters wide. Due to the signifi-

cant parallax, the panorama created from these photos (also

using AutoStitch) is blurry and distorted, shown in (b). Fig-

ure 4(c) shows the scene collage using our method. Note

that, the image content and scene structure are preserved,

c© The Eurographics Association 2007.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: More examples of scene collages using blended

boundaries (a), opaque layers (b), and transparent lay-

ers (c). Please see text for details.

albeit the boundaries of the input images are clearly visible.

This example demonstrates that the scene collage is more

tolerant to parallax effects than the spherical panorama.

If a user wishes to reduce the boundary effect in the

scene collage, she/he can choose to use the spatially-varying

α-maps (described in Section 3.3, scheme (C)) and apply

the α-blending in Eq. (4) to synthesize the collage. Based

on the same set of α-maps, Figure 5 compares the tradi-

tional weighted-average blending using I = ∑ αiIi

∑ αi
and the

α-blending using Eq. (4), for collage synthesis. The former

is widely used in the mosaicing literature, e.g. [SS98]. No-

tice that the α-blending better keeps the crispness of the top

layer and the weighted-averaging blurs out details heavily.

(e)(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 7: A nested collage. (a) A photo of a person with

boxes that convey the locations of sub-collages that have

greater detail. (b,d) Sub-collages of the person’s face and

hands. (c,e) Sub-collages that include close-ups of the pipe

and the watch.

This is because topmost layers have dominant weights for

the α-blending§.

In Figure 6, we show a few more examples of scene col-

lages. The collage with blended boundaries in Figure 6(a) is

made of 35 images taken inside a large atrium. The struc-

ture of the atrium is easily perceived as each component of

the collage is perspective. Figure 6(b) shows a collage with

opaque layers computed from 8 images of a playroom. The

motion of the camera is easily perceived in this case. Finally,

Figure 6(c) shows a transparent collage of a skyline made of

15 images. All the component images are revealed due to the

transparency. Please see supplementary materials for high

resolution versions of all the scene collages in the paper.

3.6. Browsing Photos with Nested Collages

A scene collage provides a single layout of a set of images.

When images of a scene are taken with a very wide range of

zoom settings (focal lengths), the close-up images will ap-

pear as small regions in the final collage and the details they

carry will be lost. To facilitate the browsing of scene images

that have different levels of detail, we propose a hierarchical

structure that we call a nested collage.

A nested collage is created with the same layout method

used for scene collages. We find the image with the largest

scale factor s1 estimated by the layout algorithm and all other

images whose scale factors are at least half of s1. We com-

pute a “sub-collage” of these images, which is used as the

lowest level (resolution) of the nested collage. Then, from

the remaining images, we take the image with the largest

scale factor s2 and those with scale factors that are at least

half of s2. We make a sub-collage of these images and used it

§ The weighted-averaging method works well for mosaicing appli-

cations because they are often operated on input images that can be

more or less aligned; in the case of collage synthesis, the alignment

of input images is often very coarse.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

Mushroom-Head Fastener

40mm

60mm

65mm

Firewire PortMicro-lens

Figure 8: Flexible Camera Arrays. (a) 20 camera modules,

each including a PointGrey Firefly MV camera. (b-c) Front

and back views of a camera module. (d-e) Flexible plastic

sheets onto which the camera modules are mounted to re-

alize 2D and 1D arrays. Mushroom-head fasteners on the

camera modules and the plastic sheets enable a user to cre-

ate an array with any desired configuration in less than 5

minutes.

as the second level of the nested collage. This process is ap-

plied recursively to obtain a complete nested collage, which

is essentially a set of collages with increasing levels of detail.

A nested collage provides a simple way to navigate

through images of the same scene taken at different focal

lengths (and hence, resolutions). This is illustrated in Fig-

ure 7, where a user can start with a full-body image of the

man and quickly find a close-up shot of his pipe. Similar

ways of browsing image sets are used in the Pseudo-3D

Photo Collage system [TAS03] and the Photo Tourism sys-

tem [SSS06]. In terms of browsing photos, our approach is

less sophisticated than these previous systems, as it does not

explicitly compute the 3D structure of the scene or morph

the images between user-initiated transitions. Please see the

submitted video for a demonstration of collage-based

browsing.

4. Flexible Camera Arrays

To create collages of dynamic scenes, we have developed

flexible camera arrays for simultaneously capturing multiple

videos from different viewpoints. Using such an array, a user

can smoothly vary the composition of a dynamic collage as

the scene changes.

4.1. Array Design

We have build 1D and 2D camera arrays by attaching

20 camera modules to flexible plastic sheets (see Fig-

ure 8(a,d,e)). Each camera module includes a PointGrey

Firefly R©MV camera and a micro-lens with 6.0mm focal

length¶. The cameras produce 8-bit color images with a res-

olution of 640x480 pixels at 15fps. The plastic sheets onto

which the camera modules are attached are made of Acetal

¶ This micro-lens produces more severe distortions than a typical

digital camera lens. We have calibrated the distortions for each cam-

era module using the method described in [Zha00]. Since the focal

length is fixed, we only need to perform this calibration once.

Figure 9: Two flexed states of the 1D array.

Copolymer (McMaster-Carr part #8492K511). These sheets

can be severely flexed without breaking them.

To quickly mount the camera modules onto the plastic

sheets, we have used self-locking, mushroom-head fasten-

ers (McMaster-Carr part #96055K23) to both the back side

of the camera modules and the front surfaces of the plastic

sheets (see Figure 8(c,d,e)). Once the cameras are mounted

on a sheet, they are connected to a host PC via 3 Firewire

buses. The PC has a Pentium4 CPU with 4GB RAM, and

can store in the RAM approximately 20 seconds of videos

from all the 20 cameras. Our design enables a user to config-

ure an entire 1D or 2D array in less than 5 minutes. (Please

see the submitted video for a demonstration.)

This design also enables a user to flex the sheet to vary the

camera viewpoints during scene capture. In the case of a 2D

array, one can flex the corners and sides of the array in many

different ways. In case of a 1D array, one can make the array

convex, concave, or even twisted. Figure 9 and Figure 1(c,e)

show the 1D and 2D arrays in various flexed states.

4.2. Dynamic Collage

Given multiple video streams, we can generate a video

collage by applying the method in Section 3 to the im-

ages captured at each of the time instants. To improve

the temporal coherence of the collage layout, we compute

the layout parameters for every 10 frames and interpolate

the parameters for intermediate frames using Catmull-Rom

splines [FvDFH96]. This interpolation also reduces the com-

putations by a factor of 10.‖ Since the cameras are more or

less uniformly spaced on the 1D and 2D arrays, the videos of

neighboring cameras overlap and these overlap regions vary

smoothly. Hence, in the case of dynamic collages, we fix the

layer ordering for any given array and maintain this ordering

through the entire dynamic collage. This not only reduces

computations but also avoids flickering in the computed col-

lage due to sudden changes in the ordering. Specifically, for

a 1D array, the ordering is from left to right, and for a 2D

array, the ordering is from left to right and top to bottom (as

‖ At the time of this submission, SIFT feature detection and match-

ing are the main computation bottleneck in our implementation,

which takes about 700 seconds for each collage frame that consists

of 20 input images. We are currently accelerating the system by us-

ing fast nearest neighbor search [Low04].
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(d) (e)

(a) (b)

(h)(g)

(c)

(f)

(i)

Figure 10: Three examples of dynamic collages captured using a 1D array with 20 cameras. In each example, a shadow effect

is added around the image boundaries to highlight the collage structure. In the first example, the array is twisted to capture the

church at one end and the bench at the other, and it is held more or less rigid as shown in (a) during the capture of the scene. In

the second example, the array starts in the convex state shown in (d) to capture both the people in the scene, and is gradually

flexed to be concave as the people approach each other and eventually sit down on the bench. In the third example, the array is

hung over a dining table to capture the two people having dinner, as shown in (g). The array is bent such that it captures the

man’s face on the left and the woman’s face on the right. A few of the 20 input frames corresponding to one time instant of the

capture are shown in (b), (e), and (h). Please see the submitted video.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Illustration of the configuration of the 1D camera array relative to the subjects for the three collages shown in

Figure 10(c,f,i). Notice that due to the proximity of the subjects to the array, appreciable parallax exists for the scenes.

Figure 12: The dynamic collage of a street scene created using a 2D array of 20 cameras. The array is flexed in various ways

during the capture to change the composition of the scene. Please see submitted video.

in raster scanning). Please see the submitted video for all

the dynamic collages.

Figure 10(a-c) shows one frame of a dynamic collage cre-

ated from videos captured using a 1D array with 20 cameras.

In this case, the array is held more or less rigid. It is twisted

such that it captures a head-on view of the church on the right

and an inclined view of the bench on the left. Notice that

the two subjects, the walking person and the bicyclist, are

simultaneously captured by the array. This type of collage

cannot be obtained using previous video mosaicing methods

that use a single video camera, e.g. [IAH95]. While a wide-

angle camera can also be used to acquire a large field of view

(with distortions), it captures the world from a single view-

point. In contrast, the dynamic collage is a multi-viewpoint

video of the scene – the bicyclist is captured by the cameras

at one end of the array while the walking person is captured

by cameras at the other end. In this example and the follow-

ing two, shadow effect is added around the image boundaries

to highlight the collage structure.

Figure 10(d-f) shows another dynamic collage created by

using the 1D array. In this case, the array is continuously

flexed such that the collage is framed around the two peo-

ple who are in motion. The array starts out in an outward-

looking configuration. As the two people get closer, the array

is straightened out. Finally, it is flexed inward.

Figure 10(g-i) shows an example of collage taken inside

a room. In this case, the 1D array is hung over a dining ta-

ble shown in (g). The array is bent such that it captures the

man’s face on the left and the woman’s face on the right. The

resulting collage is a multi-perspective video that can not be

captured using a conventional video camera.

Figure 11 illustrates the configuration of the array rel-

ative to the subjects for the three collages shown in Fig-

ure 10(c,f,i). Notice that due to the proximity of the subjects

to the array, appreciable parallax exists for the scenes.

Figure 12 shows two frames from a dynamic collage of a

street scene created using a 2D array with 20 cameras. The

array was first flexed to capture a wide horizontal view, as

shown in Figure 12(a). Then, the top right corner of the ar-

ray was bent to capture the buildings on the right, as shown

in Figure 12(b). The above examples, and the one in Fig-

ure 1(d,f), show that our camera arrays can be used to com-

pose changing scenes in unconventional ways.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we have presented an automatic method for

creating a Hockney-style collage from a collection of pho-
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Figure 13: In this example, the seamless mosaic on the top

obtained using image stitching may be considered to be more

appealing than the scene collage with opaque layers at the

bottom.

Figure 14: In this example, an opaque collage on the left

and a transparent collage on the right are produced from a

set of photos taken by moving the camera around the head

of a person. Such collages do not reveal all the information

embedded in the input images. This limitation of our cur-

rent approach may be addressed by developing an algorithm

that can automatically partition the input images while con-

structing the collage.

tos of a scene taken from different viewpoints. We also pre-

sented flexible camera arrays that enable us to create dy-

namic collages with varying scene composition. We now dis-

cuss the limitations of our work and suggest directions for

future work.

User Study of Collages vs. Mosaics: We have shown

several examples that demonstrate that scene collages often

convey scene structure in a more intuitive way than spheri-

cal mosaics. However, there are many cases where this judg-

ment can be expected to vary between people. For example,

Figure 13 shows a collage created by using a set of pho-

tos taken in a mall. In this case, the seamless mosaic may

be deemed to be better than a collage. This judgment will

also depend on the application. For example, a collage pro-

vides a more natural way to browse or organize collections

of photos. To quantify the comparison between collages and

seamless mosaics, we plan to perform a user study using a

large number of examples and subjects.

Collages of Inward Views of a Scene: Collages are more

tolerant to input images with parallax effects, because they

do not strive for seamlessness. However, collages are not as

compelling in the case of a set of inward-looking images.

To illustrate this, we captured images of a person’s head

from viewpoints distributed on a half-circle around the head.

Figure 14 shows the opaque and transparent collages com-

puted from this image set. While they may still have aes-

thetic value, they do not convey all the information embed-

ded in the images. In this case, a cyclograph [SK02] would

do a better job, but it would require the capture of a large

number of images and the resulting image would be highly

distorted. We believe it is possible to create a compelling col-

lage from inward-looking images by using regions from the

input images rather than the complete images. This problem

is discussed below.

Collage Using Image Patches: In his original work,

Hockney used patches from images instead of entire images

for creating collages. As a natural extension of our work,

we would like to explore optimization methods for decom-

posing input images into patches and then laying out these

patches to create a collage. This can be done by incorpo-

rating an automatic image partitioning algorithm into our

method. The idea is to take from each input image mainly

information that is not available in other images. The main

issue here is designing an objective function that would re-

sult in visually appealing collages. This is a hard and inter-

esting problem that we plan to explore.

Consumer Flexible Camera Arrays: We have seen

many successful applications of camera arrays in vision and

graphics research. However, camera arrays are not yet com-

monplace in consumer photography. We believe our modu-

lar/flexible camera array design can be used to develop low-

cost, credit-card sized devices that an amateur photographer

can quickly reconfigure (much like Lego R© blocks) and use

to capture new types of images. We see this as the ultimate

goal of our work.
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